CONSERVATOR (Construction)

$80,000-$95,000 with Construction Experience

WORCESTER EISENBRANDT, a specialist in historic restoration, is looking for an experienced CONSERVATOR with professional experience in project management, in media such as brick, bronze, aluminum, and wood.

Position Summary:

- Direct the restoration of historic locations, cathedrals, buildings, and more
- Development of preservation solutions and restoration techniques
- Keep written reports and photographic records
- Supervise a crew and construction sites,
- Read and interpret construction plan document
- Research, problem solve for appropriate actions in the areas of product testing, chemistry, restoration techniques, and restoration on construction sites;
- Ensure the completion objective and assist in determining that construction meets requirements;
- Testing experience with aluminum, bronze, brick and wood,
- Manage projects and activities that support the timeliness completion of projects,
- Knowledge of the environmental requirements and controls for handling, storage, and restoration of buildings, statuary and cathedrals;
- Advise as part of a team on standards to mitigate risks;
- Ensure use of materials specified in the constructions, or securing prior approvals for substitutions;
- Direct the restoration of historic locations, cathedrals, buildings, and more;
- Develop preservation solutions and restoration techniques;
- Research and problem solve for appropriate actions in the areas of product testing, chemistry, restoration techniques, and restoration on construction sites;
- Participate in pre-construction meetings; and site;
- Keep written reports and photographic records;
- Ensure the completion objective and determine that the construction meets the requirements;
- Ensure the use of materials specified in the constructions, or securing prior approvals for substitutions;
- Review and implement hazard analysis and safety;
- Obtain necessary supplies, permits and produce submittals;
- Hands on repair or treatments "in situ" of restoration or improper construction;

Follow OSHA requirements and practice safety

Minimum Qualifications

- Graduation from an accredited registered college or university with a bachelors degree.
• An equivalent combination of education, specific training and experience as indicated in (a) and (b) sufficient to indicate ability to do the work.

• Must possess a driver’s license
• computer competence in the appropriate software to perform the duties.

scgconfidentialreply@gmail.com